understand dissociations between manual and saccadic IOR, and makes testable predictions for future experiments to assess its validity.
Abstract
Inhibition of Return (IOR) refers to a slowing of response times (RTs) for visual stimuli repeated at the same spatial location, as compared to stimuli occurring at novel locations. The functional mechanisms and the neural bases of this phenomenon remain debated. Here we present FORTIOR, a model of the cortical control of IOR in the human brain. The model is based on known facts about the anatomical and functional organization of fronto-parietal attention networks, and accounts for a broad range of behavioral findings in healthy participants and brain-damaged patients. FORTIOR does that by combining four principles of asymmetry: a) Asymmetry in the networks topography, whereby the temporoparietal junction (TPJ) and ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (vlPFC) nodes are lateralized to the right hemisphere, causing higher activation levels in the right intraparietal sulcus (IPS) and frontal eye field (FEF) nodes. b) Asymmetry in inter-hemispheric connectivity, in which inter-hemispheric connections from left hemisphere IPS to right hemisphere IPS and from left hemisphere FEF to right hemisphere FEF are weaker than in the opposite direction. c) Asymmetry of visual inputs, stipulating that the FEF receives direct visual input coming from the ipsilateral visual cortex, while the right TPJ and vlPFC and IPS nodes receive input from both the contralateral and the ipsilateral visual fields. d) Asymmetry in the response modality, with a higher response threshold for the manual response system than that required to trigger a saccadic response. This asymmetry results in saccadic IOR being more reliable and robust to interference than manual IOR.
FORTIOR accounts for spatial asymmetries in the occurrence of IOR after brain damage and after noninvasive transcranial magnetic stimulation on parietal and frontal regions. It also provides a framework to 1 Introduction Inhibition of Return (IOR) refers to a slowing of response times (RTs) for visual stimuli repeated at the same spatial location, as compared to stimuli occurring at novel locations (Berlucchi, Di Stefano, Marzi, Morelli, & Tassinari, 1981; J. Lupiáñez, Klein, & Bartolomeo, 2006; Posner & Cohen, 1984) . In fact, repeated peripheral events car result in faster RTs (facilitation) or slower RTs (IOR), depending on several variables, including the temporal interval between the stimuli, the motor effector used (manual responses or eye saccades), and the type of visual task (detection or discrimination) (Juan Lupiáñez, 2010) . As noted by some theorists (Berlucchi, 2006; Juan Lupiáñez, 2010) , this evidence challenges the eponymous account of IOR as inhibition of attention from returning to a previously explored spatial region (Posner, Rafal, Choate, & Vaughan, 1985) .
The neural bases of these effects have been the object of extensive research in the last decades.
Several lines of evidence indicated an important contribution of the midbrain superior colliculus (SC) in the generation of IOR. For example, in a rare patient with unilateral damage to the right-sided SC, manual IOR was absent only in the visual fields projecting to the damaged SC, i.e., the left temporal hemifield and the nasal right hemifield (Sapir, Soroker, Berger, & Henik, 1999) . Consistent with this evidence, recordings in single neurons in the superficial and intermediate layers of the monkey SC showed attenuated activity during IOR (Dorris, Klein, Everling, & Munoz, 2002) . However, when saccades were artificially induced by SC microstimulation, IOR reverted to facilitation, with faster saccades to previously stimulated locations.
This evidence led Dorris et al. (2002) to conclude that the SC cannot be the site where inhibition is generated; the SC must receive an inhibitory signal from elsewhere, perhaps from the posterior parietal cortex (PPC).
Consistent with this hypothesis, neural activity in monkey LIP was found to be reduced for already explored targets in visual search (Mirpour, Arcizet, Ong, & Bisley, 2009) . Also in agreement with the hypothesis of PPC contribution to IOR, in human patients with right hemisphere damage and visual neglect manual IOR for right-sided, non-neglected repeated stimuli was blunted (Bartolomeo, Chokron, & Siéroff, 1999; Bartolomeo, Siéroff, Decaix, & Chokron, 2001) , and could even revert to facilitation (Bourgeois, Chica, Migliaccio, Thiebaut de Schotten, & Bartolomeo, 2012) . Defective manual IOR was also shown in patients with parietal damage and no signs of neglect (Vivas, Humphreys, & Fuentes, 2003 , 2006 ). An advanced lesion analysis in the Bourgeois et al.'s (2012) study showed that all the patients with reversed manual IOR had damage either to the supramarginal gyrus in the right parietal lobe, or to its connections with the ipsilateral prefrontal cortex. Note, however, that the patients explored by Bourgeois et al. (2012) had normal saccadic IOR.
In addition to these networks, interhemispheric connections can also play a role in the generation of IOR. Case reports on split-brain patients found abolished IOR when a cue preceded a target appearing in the contralateral hemifield (Tipper et al., 1997) , or slowed appearance of IOR for right-sided targets when the left hemisphere controlled the performance (Berlucchi, Aglioti, & Tassinari, 1997) .
Subsequent experiments using Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS) on normal human participants have provided further evidence concerning the cortical control of IOR. However, the resulting pattern of findings was complex and difficult to reconcile with the simple construct of inhibition of attention to return to a previously stimulated region. This state of affairs provided the motivation for building the present model, which advances a relatively parsimonious proposal restricted to the cortical control of IOR in detection tasks. Although the model is primarily based on the TMS evidence reviewed in the following paragraph, it also took advantage of intracerebral electrophysiological data from human patients and non-human primates. Bourgeois et al. (2013a Bourgeois et al. ( , 2013b used repetitive TMS to assess the causal role of distinct nodes of the human fronto-parietal attention networks in the two hemispheres. Participants performed a target-target paradigm (see Maylor & Hockey, 1985) . Four black peripheral circles were displayed, at the vertexes of an imaginary square centered on fixation. Participants had to respond to one of the circles becoming white, either by pressing a key or (in a different condition) by making a saccade towards the target. The stimulated brain nodes were the intraparietal sulcus (IPS) and the temporo-parietal junction (TPJ) in each hemisphere. The ensuing complex pattern of results (Table 1) revealed that the TMS effect depended not only on the stimulated node, but also on the presentation side of the visual stimulus (left or right hemifield), and on the response effector. Specifically, TMS on the right hemisphere TPJ decreased IOR only for manual responses with ipsilateral (right) targets, consistent with the patient data (Bourgeois et al., 2012) . TMS on the right hemisphere IPS decreased IOR for contralateral (left) targets with both manual and oculomotor responses, but for ipsilateral (right) targets only manual IOR was affected (Bourgeois et al., 2013a) . Left hemisphere stimulation had no effect whatsoever on IOR, independent of the stimulated site or of the response effector (Bourgeois et al., 2013b) . A further TMS study (Chica, Bartolomeo, & Valero-Cabre, 2011 ) obtained a similar trend of results in a cue-target paradigm with manual responses, by using double-pulse TMS between cue and target. (Bourgeois et al., 2013a (Bourgeois et al., , 2013b . √, unaffected IOR; X, decreased IOR. 
TMS interference on IOR

Left-sided targets
√ √ X √ √ √ X X Saccadic response √ √ X √ √ √ √ √
The FORTIOR model
This complex pattern of results has no straightforward explanation. To approach this problem, we constructed a model, including the main nodes of the frontoparietal attention networks and the connections between them. The organizing principles of the model were derived from applying to the behavioral evidence the known anatomical and functional properties of fronto-parietal cortical networks, within the logical constraints necessary for explaining the complex TMS results. The proposed roles of the nodes of the networks are based on the evidence from electrophysiology in humans and primates.
3.1 Topography of the model
The FORTIOR nodes
Functional MRI evidence (Corbetta & Shulman, 2002) and tractography results (Thiebaut de Schotten et al., 2011) indicate the existence of fronto-parietal attentional networks, with similar architectures in the monkey and in the human brain (Schmahmann & Pandya, 2006; Thiebaut de Schotten et al., 2011) , but with inter-hemispheric asymmetries specific to the human brain (Patel et al., 2015) . attention-related nodes: TPJ, IPS, FEF and vlPFC in the right hemisphere; IPS and FEF in the left hemisphere; as well as the right and left visual cortices as visual input entry points (Fig. 1) .
The model has also two response output nodes: the left motor system for right hand manual responses, and the saccade system in both hemispheres for contralateral saccade execution. Note that the response output nodes do not correspond to a single region, directly connected to the other model nodes; rather, they represent response networks.
The nodes have specific roles in the context of the model: a) TPJ -The TPJ is considered here as a hub node, bridging between the visual system and other attentional nodes, and between ventral and dorsal attentional nodes. It may also play a role in the 
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computation needed for the detection of spatially recurrent events, and in delaying the response to them, thus resulting in behavioral IOR.
b) vlPFC -The right vlPFC is important for the detection of relevant targets (Corbetta & Shulman, 2002) and the generation of a response towards them (Arbula et al., 2017) , in the context of an effortful maintenance and execution of a planned behavior (Hampshire, Chamberlain, Monti, Duncan, & Owen, 2010) . Perhaps as a consequence of this role in cognitive control, the right vlPFC has also a prominent role in inhibitory processes, such as the generation of stop signals (Aron, Fletcher, Bullmore, Sahakian, & Robbins, 2003; Swann, Tandon, Pieters, & Aron, 2012) . In the context of FORTIOR, the main role of the right vlPFC is to generate a signal labeling a stimulus as a target that is task relevant and therefore requires a response.
c) FEF -Based on extensive data obtained in humans and in non-human primates, FEF has a double role in the model. First, it controls saccadic responses (Amiez & Petrides, 2009; Paus, 1996) . Second, it encodes a priority map of the visual environment (Thompson & Bichot, 2005) . In the FORTIOR model, the FEF priority map represents the input to the attention system, rather than the result of the system's computations, encoded in the priority map in the IPS (see section 3.1.1d below). Many studies have shown the involvement of the FEF in spatial attention (Corbetta & Shulman, 2002; Grosbras & Paus, 2002; Thompson & Bichot, 2005) , and have associated FEF activity with the processing of stimulus saliency (Thompson & Bichot, 2005) , and specifically with IOR (Bichot & Schall, 2002; Mirpour & Bisley, 2015) . For example, Bichot and Schall (2002) trained monkeys to perform a saccadic visual search task and found that repetition of target position increased saccade latency and increased the neuronal latency of discrimination between target and distractors. Interestingly, in a similar search task in monkeys, Mirpour and Bisley (2015) identified four different types of neurons in FEF:
 Neurons that responded preferentially to targets over distractors.
 Neurons that responded preferentially when a stimulus that had been fixated was in the response field, thus responding more to repeated targets.
 Neurons that initially showed an enhanced response to a stimulus that had been fixated, but then reversed their response preference 100-150 ms after the saccade.
 Neurons that did not differentiate between search objects, but preferentially responded to the goal of the next saccade.
In their data, the first observable response in the FEF upon the fixation of a target was an increased firing rate for repeated versus novel targets. Therefore, we suggest that the FEF map represents at first the occurrence of a salient previous event in the same location as the repeated target. The neurons reversing their preference from previously fixated targets (i.e. repeated targets) to new ones might reflect an activity loop between IPS and FEF, leading to IOR. Mirpour and Bisley (2015) suggest that these data show that reciprocal FEF-IPS processing creates the priority map that guides saccadic eye movements during active, goal-directed visual search. The involvement of FEF in IOR generation was shown not only in visual search tasks, which require some discrimination, but also in detection tasks. For example, using single-pulse TMS over the right FEF during the delay between a peripheral cue and target, Ro et al. (2003) found diminished IOR in the right hemifield, ipsilateral to the TMS.
However, there was no measurable IOR modulation when the TMS pulse was applied to the right superior parietal lobule, at variance with the results observed by Bourgeois et al. (2013a) with repetitive TMS on the right IPS.
d) IPS -The IPS is considered here as a crucial processing step leading to the delayed response to a target, when the target appears repeatedly at the same spatial location. We suggest that the IPS serves as a priority map encoding the location of the repeated target and the read-out of the saliency signal, which is fed forward to the motor response networks and backward to the visual system. As a consequence, the visual system should show reduced activity for repeated targets. Evidence supporting this claim from monkey studies showing an increased power in alpha and lower-beta frequencies of local field potentials, together with a decrease in single-neuron responses to previously fixated targets, reflecting an active top-down suppression (Mirpour & Bisley, 2012) . Importantly, Miropour et al. (2013) also showed that IPS responses to novel and previously fixated targets start to differ only 60ms after the target-fixation onset. Therefore, IPS is probably not the source of the delaying signal. Saliency computation might thus be achieved by interactions of the IPS with the FEF, which receives the signals issued from the vlPFC through the TPJ hub. We suggest that these signals are accumulated in the IPS as increased baseline noise (that could be an increase in baseline firing rate and/or baseline firing variability) in the neuronal population representing the repeated location.
The accumulated baseline noise reduces the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the specific location in the IPS priority map and therefore represents a lower saliency signal for a given stimulus strength. A recent model of bottom-up attention (Khorsand, Moore, & Soltani, 2015) proposed that the formation of saliency signals relies heavily on slow NMDA-mediated recurrent inputs, which simultaneously propagate through successive layers of the network via fast AMPA currents. Computation at successive layers with slow synapses reduces noise and enhances signals such that higher visual areas carry the saliency signals earlier than the lower visual areas. Consequently, feedback from the higher visual areas via fast AMPA synapses can enhance the saliency signals in the lower visual areas.
Conversely, enhancing the same noise will result in a noisier saliency signal that will be forwarded to the manual and saccadic motor systems, and delay their response to a repeated target. Here, we suggest that the noise is enhanced in a location-specific manner in the IPS priority map, through an interactive processing between IPS and FEF regions. We further suggest that the sensitivity of the reading response system to the noise is not universal, with the saccadic system being less affected by it than the manual response system (see section 3.2.4 below). Additionally, for manual responses, the IPS read-out is done by the pathway encoding hand movements and requires a transformation from retinotopic to hand coordinates, probably performed in the PPC (Khan, Pisella, & Blohm, 2013) . For saccadic responses, the read-out is done via the FEF, through a neuronal population, which is a part of the saccadic control pathway, and does not require coordinate change. This is based on evidence
showing that the PPC is engaged in pointing, grasping and reaching, and is involved in spatial representation in reference to hand position (Andersen & Buneo, 2002) . According to Anderson and Bueno, the posterior parietal cortex is involved in high-level cognitive functions related to action.
These functions include early-movement planning, and particularly the coordinate transformations required for sensory-guided movement. This region is suggested to contain multiple intentional maps with a subdivision to dedicated maps for saccade planning, and different limb movements. These maps are encoded in eye-centered coordinates and include gain-fields underlying the transformation from eye to limb-centered coordinates. Thus, attention effects in this region would be related to planning movement. Others see the role of portions of the PPC such as the LIP as closer to attention than to action. For example, LIP activity may be greater before a NOGO response to the saccadic goal than before a GO response (Bisley & Goldberg, 2003) . Also, this possibility, however, seems consistent with PPC read-out encoding reduced saliency for specific target locations.
The FORTIOR connections
The connections between the nodes are based on the known connectivity in the human brain:
a) The connections between the attentional nodes are based on the known structure of the SLF in the monkey brain (Schmahmann & Pandya, 2006) and in the human brain (Thiebaut de Schotten et al., 2011) . As already mentioned, in the human brain IPS and FEF are connected by a dorsal branch (SLF I), the TPJ and vlPFC are connected by a ventral branch (SLF III) and FEF and TPJ are connected by an intermediate branch (SLF II) . There is a gradient of anatomical left-right asymmetries in the human brain. SLF III is generally larger in the right hemisphere than in the left hemisphere, SLF I is symmetrical and SLF II presents a variable degree of right>left asymmetry across individuals (Thiebaut de Schotten et al., 2011) . In the present model, for the sake of simplicity, only the right hemisphere SLF III network is considered, given its prominent anatomical (Thiebaut de Schotten et al., 2011) and functional (Corbetta & Shulman, 2002) right>left asymmetry.
b) Local prefrontal connections are the substrate of information transfer between the FEF and vlPFC (Kaufer, 2007; Wood & Grafman, 2003) .
c) The connections between early visual cortices and FEF are assumed on the basis of the existence of ultra-fast visual activation in the FEF (Kirchner, Barbeau, Thorpe, Régis, & Liégeois-Chauvel, 2009 ).
In addition, there are bilateral interhemispheric connections between left and right FEF (Catani & Thiebaut de Schotten, 2012; Kaufer, 2007) and between the left and right IPS (Catani & Thiebaut de Schotten, 2012; Koch et al., 2011) . As mentioned before, case reports on split-brain patients (Berlucchi et al., 1997; Tipper et al., 1997) 
Organizing principles
The model is organized around four principles. Some of these principles are supported by existing evidence, while others are more speculative.
Asymmetrical network topography:
The dorsal SLF I network (connecting the nodes IPS and FEF) is relatively symmetrical across the hemispheres. The ventral SLF III network (TPJ and vlPFC) is instead lateralized to the right hemisphere (Corbetta & Shulman, 2002; Thiebaut de Schotten et al., 2011) . The rightlateralization of the SLF III network induces a certain degree of functional asymmetry between the right and left SLF I networks, because only the right hemisphere SLF I network receives direct additional stimulation from the ventral SLF III network (Gigliotta, Malkinson, Miglino, & Bartolomeo, 2017) .
Inter-hemispheric connectional asymmetry:
There is an asymmetry in the inter-hemispheric white fibers connecting the dorsal fronto-parietal nodes, such that information transmission through inter-hemispheric connections from the left hemisphere to the right hemisphere is weaker and slower than in the opposite direction (Marzi, 2010) . There is TMS-based evidence that this is indeed the case for inter-parietal connections (Koch et al., 2011) . A similar bias was put forth in an fMRI-based model of attention networks in which there was an asymmetry in the strength of connections between bilateral IPS with preference of the right-to-left connection (Siman-Tov et al., 2007) . Additionally, electrophysiological and behavioral studies suggest that a relative abundance of fast-conducting myelinated axons in the right hemisphere might be the cause of both a right hemispheric activation increase and a faster signal transfer from the right to the left hemisphere (Barnett & Corballis, 2005) . For the present purposes, we shall assume that some connectional asymmetry of this type also exists between the FEFs.
Asymmetrical visual inputs:
The model stipulates that the FEF receives direct visual input coming from the ipsilateral visual cortex, while the right TPJ and vlPFC receive input from both the contralateral and the ipsilateral visual fields. The IPS nodes are activated both for contralateral and ipsilateral targets, through intra-hemispheric and inter-hemispheric connections. Preliminary evidence obtained from intracerebral recordings in patients with drug-resistant epilepsy confirms that the right IPS can respond to targets presented in both visual fields (Seidel Malkinson et al., 2017) . Specifically, electrodes recording from the right IPS showed an IOR-related validity effect not only for contralateral targets but also for ipsilateral ones.
Response modality asymmetry:
Motor output relies on partially distinct network dynamics, depending on the used effector. IPS activity influences manual responses through M1 and premotor cortex (Filimon, 2010) , and saccadic responses though the FEF (Buschman & Miller, 2007) . Moreover, we put forth that the saccade network is more encapsulated (i.e., less prone to interference), and has a lower threshold for response initiation, than the manual response system. Thus, saccade initiation is faster and more automatic than manual responses. This feature is in line with studies reporting a dissociation between manual and saccadic response patterns within the same task (Bompas, Hedge, & Sumner, 2017) . Also, saccadic responses can be immune to visual illusions which influence manual responses (Lisi & Cavanagh, 2015 , 2017 . Lisi and Cavanagh (2017) accounted for this difference by suggesting that the saccade system relies on a representation that accumulates visual information and location errors over shorter time windows than the representation used for controlling hand movements. In the present model, the shorter integration window is implemented as a lower SNR threshold of the saccadic response, which causes its earlier and more reliable production, compared to manual responses. As described above (section 3.1.1d), we suggest that the delayed response in IOR results from increased noise in the IPS priority map, which the response networks read out and act upon. As a result, the response networks require additional time to process the noisier representation of a repeated target in the IPS priority map and to trigger a response. In this context, a lower SNR threshold for the saccadic response means that a shorter computation time and a smaller priority signal are needed for the saccade system to read out the map and trigger a response for a repeated target. If so, then saccadic IOR should appear at an earlier stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) than manual IOR. Indeed, saccadic IOR typically occur at an SOA of around 100-200ms (Klein, 2000) , while manual IOR tends to appear at a later SOA of 200-300ms (Samuel & Kat, 2003) . Further support for the higher efficiency of the saccadic IOR response relies on the relatively more direct pathway leading from the FEF to saccade execution regions than the one connecting the IPS to motor regions controlling manual responses.
The FEF is linked directly, and indirectly through the superior colliculus, to the paramedial pontine reticular formation, and from there to the oculomotor cranial nerve nuclei that control saccades (Kandel, Schwartz, Jessell, Siegelbaum, & Hudspeth, 2000) . On the other hand, the IPS connections are more indirect, passing through two intricate pariéto-frontal networks: the inferior and the superior networks. The inferior network connects the IPS to many other parietal regions such as the AIP and to the ventral premotor area and to the motor cortex; the superior network, which might be lateralized to the left in humans (Stark & Zohary, 2008) , connects it to a hub in the medial wall of PPC, with strong connections to premotor regions and to the motor cortex (Grafton, 2010; Karl & Whishaw, 2013) . This difference between IPS and FEF in their connectivity to motor command regions contributes to the difference in the weight of the priority map in the response output: activation in the IPS map needs to be stronger and longer to delay a manual response, than to delay the saccadic response through the FEF.
As a results of these constraints, the model supposes an asymmetry between left and right hemisphere IPS and FEF, whereby the left hemispheric nodes drive a weaker output that is insufficient to trigger a manual IOR by itself, but remains sufficient for the generation of a saccadic IOR.
The temporal sequence of information flow in the model
This section describes the temporal sequence of information flow in the FORTIOR model, when a visual target appears repeatedly at the same location and entails an IOR response, as described in Bourgeois et al.'s TMS experiments (Bourgeois et al., 2013a (Bourgeois et al., , 2013b . Because TMS effect on IOR changed according to the stimulus presentation side, we modeled separately left-sided and right-sided visual presentation.
Registering the occurrence of a first target
In order to delay the response toward a repeated target, the system must first know that a target is repeated. Thus, some kind of trace must be kept of the first target that will modulate the response toward a subsequent target, appearing at the same location. FORTIOR suggests that this trace is kept in the FEF priority map, which reflects the saliency of the environment, perhaps in the form of a baseline shift in the firing rate of the neuronal population representing the stimulated location in the visual field ( Figure 2) .
Specifically, the visual activation triggered by the appearance of the first target is transferred from the visual cortex (VC) to the FEF in the same hemisphere. Because TMS interference in a cue-target paradigm on the right hemisphere TPJ decreased IOR after left-sided cues, but not after right-sided cues (Chica et al., 2011) , we suggest that visual information arrives at the right FEF also via the right TPJ for left-sided targets, but not for right-sided targets. Visual input generates a location-specific activation in the priority maps in the FEF and exchanged with the IPS (Figure 2 ). Evidence for baseline increases during directed endogenous attention to a cued location and in the absence of visual stimulation have been found in monkey physiology (Colby, Duhamel, & Goldberg, 1996; Luck, Chelazzi, Hillyard, & Desimone, 1997) and
in human fMRI studies (Kastner, Pinsk, De Weerd, Desimone, & Ungerleider, 1999) . Importantly, this increased baseline-firing rate was observed before the appearance of the visual stimulus. In an electrophysiology study in monkeys, attention increased consistently the baseline-firing rate of V4 and V2 cells, about 175ms after the monkeys were cued by a predictive peripheral cue to a location inside the neurons' receptive fields compared to a location outside the receptive fields (Luck et al., 1997) . There was little or no effect on the peak stimulus-evoked response. In human fMRI studies, it was shown that baseline increases occurred across the visual system (Kastner et al., 1999) . The FEF was suggested to be a possible source of these baseline shifts, as it was found to have greater baseline increases than ventral stream areas and the IPS, and to reflect the attentional demands of the task rather than the sensory processing (Kastner et al., 1999) . Based on this evidence, here we propose that the FEF might signal the occurrence of a salient exogenous event using a similar mechanism.
Response to the second target
In cue-target paradigms, with short SOA (less than 200-300ms for manual responses, and less than 100-200ms for saccadic responses), the activation in the FEF priority map caused by the cue may be summed up with the activation caused by the subsequent target, creating a stronger signal with an early onset time (see Juan Lupiáñez, 2010) . This may reflect the limited temporal resolution of the response systems. in the neural populations representing the corresponding spatial location in the FEF priority map, that transfers through a reciprocal processing to the IPS map and is then conveyed back to the visual cortex. This baseline shifts persists in the delay period before the onset of the second target (right).
might be to treat such compressed set of stimuli as if they belonged to a single event, and to sum them up in the priority map. Such summation would increase the activation related to the target and thus lead to facilitation, with faster RT for validly cued targets. However, with longer SOAs, when two discrete responses can be made toward successive stimuli, the stimuli will not be considered as a single event but as two separate ones, and their related activations in the priority maps will not be summed up. Instead, it is advantageous to maximize the separation between them, to ensure an appropriate response toward each stimulus.
We suggest that outside this summation window, the previously activated location in the priority maps will accumulate baseline noise. Adding baseline noise to the priority map in the previously activated location will filter out weak, unreliable signals appearing at the same place (which might be residual decaying activation of the previous stimulus), and promote the processing of only strong, salient stimuli that appear there. Thus, in a target-target paradigm, the SNR of the activation in the priority map related to the target repeated at the same location will be smaller compared to that caused by the first target.
This weaker activation will be propagated to the regions driven by the output of the map. Indeed, previous studies in monkeys have found a reduction of visual responses at previously cued locations in SC neurons (Dorris et al., 2002; , PPC (Constantinidis & Steinmetz, 2001; Robinson, Bowman, & Kertzman, 1995; Steinmetz, Connor, Constantinidis, & McLaughlin, 1994) , LIP (Mirpour et al., 2009 ) the inferior temporal cortex (Miller, Gochin, & Gross, 1991) , and PFC (DeSouza & Everling, 2004) .
The next sections describe FORTIOR's account of the processing of the repeated target that leads to a delayed response.
The flow of visual information related to the repeated target
Visual input regarding the recurring stimulus originates from visual cortices in striate regions (labeled VC in Fig 3a) contralateral to the stimulus, and is transferred to the ipsilateral FEF and to the right hemisphere TPJ. Information about right-sided visual stimuli, causing left visual cortex activation, spreads from the left FEF to its right counterpart. However, the left-to-right inter-hemispheric link is relatively weak (assumption 2.2.2.), and therefore contributes to a relatively small feed-forward wave into the right vlPFC.
IOR processing flow
When visual information generated by the spatially recurrent stimulus arrives at the vlPFC node, vlPFC labels the stimulus as a target requiring a response, and initiates a signal that is sent forward through a network comprising the TPJ and FEF. The FEF priority map already encoding the previously activated location as a baseline shift, now processes the incoming vlPFC input and transfers it to the IPS as location specific increased noise (Fig 3b) . For left-sided targets, this IOR-related processing only implicates right hemisphere nodes. When the target is on the right, the signal is also sent through to the left FEF, and from there to the left IPS.
Response-delay output flow
Perturbing the nodes in the network in the Bourgeois et al.'s (2013a) study caused a decrease in IOR, i.e.
faster RTs, and not a diminished response per se; thus, under normal conditions the FORTIOR output, coming from the IPS priority map, must lead to a delayed response. The IPS map output is transferred to the motor system for manual responses, and through the FEF for saccadic responses (Fig 3c) . The response networks require more time to read out the noisy representation of the second target in the IPS map and thus the response is delayed. For left-sided targets, the right IPS co-activates the left IPS and both trigger a delay of the manual response. The left IPS also transfers the map output to the right FEF, which causes a delayed leftward saccade. For right-sided targets, both right and left IPS send the priority map output to the motor system, with a greater weight assigned to the right IPS contribution (see above, section 3.2.4). The IPS map in both hemispheres is also read by the respective interconnected FEF regions, but only the left FEF can initiate a delayed saccadic command for saccades to right-sided targets, because the left hemisphere attention networks have predominantly contralateral competence. C. The noisy location specific representation in the IPS map is read more slowly by the motor system and causes a delayed manual response and by the FEF for a delayed saccadic response (red arrows; left sided stimulileft panel; right sided stimuliright panel). Arrow thickness represents connection strength.
A.
B.
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FORTIOR accounts for TMS effects on IOR
TMS on the right hemisphere IPS
In the Bourgeois et al.'s (2013a) study, TMS on the right IPS caused a reduction in both manual and saccadic IOR for left-sided targets, but only in manual IOR for right-sided targets (see Table 1 ). The present model accounts for this dissociation by invoking a disruption of the priority map output, encoded by the stimulated right IPS node (Fig. 4) . TMS stimulation interferes with the location-specific enhancement of noise in the map; as a consequence, noise is not increased for repeated targets, which are processed as if they were new ones. With left-sided targets, the right IPS is the only source of the priority map output, and thus, its disruption results in diminished manual and saccadic IOR. With right-sided targets, due to the retinotopic organization of the visual cortex, left hemispheric nodes are also involved, and the left IPS participates in the generation of the priority map output. However, the left IPS output is weak and on its own is insufficient to drive a manual delayed response. This is due to the lack of direct input from the right ventral nodes (as a consequence of weak callosal connections, see assumption 3.1.2.e), causing a weaker activation levels in the left IPS. On the other hand, this weak signal is sufficient to delay the saccadic response, initiated via the FEF, due to the lower threshold of the saccadic system. Figure 4 -FORTIOR account for the pattern of IOR reduction after TMS stimulation of the right hemisphere IPS. TMS affects the enhancement of location-specific noise in the priority map in the right IPS (red dashed lines), leaving unaffected the visual information (blue arrows) and IOR processing (green arrows) flows. For left-sided targets (left panel) this disruption perturbs both manual and saccadic IOR, because the right IPS is the only source for the priority map noisy output. For right-sided targets (right panel), residual weak noise is encoded in the left IPS map (red full arrows), which is sufficient for delaying the saccadic response, but not the manual response.
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TMS on the left hemisphere IPS
Stimulating the left IPS with TMS did not affect either manual or saccadic IOR for right-or left-sided targets (Bourgeois et al., 2013b , see Table 1 ). Within the present model, the right hemisphere IPS is the main involved node for the attentional processing of left-sided targets. Thus, interference on the left hemisphere IPS has no influence on IOR (Fig. 5) . With right-sided targets, the left IPS is also read by the motor response networks, but its priority map generates a relatively weak output. For manual response to be delayed, the right IPS, which responds to both left-sided targets and right-sided targets, needs to back up this weak activation. When the left IPS is disrupted, the read-out from the right IPS is sufficient for manual IOR to occur. Similarly, the noisy representation in the right hemisphere IPS map is sufficient to delay the saccadic response.
Figure 5 -FORTIOR account for the absence of IOR reduction after TMS stimulation of the left hemisphere IPS. TMS affects the generation of noisy location-specific representation in the left IPS priority map (red dashed lines); however, this leaves unaffected the noisy priority map in the right hemisphere IPS (red arrows), the visual information (blue arrows) and the IOR processing (green arrows). For left-sided targets (left panel) the right hemisphere IPS is the main node involved, and thus the disruption of the left hemisphere IPS has no effect. For right-sided targets (right panel), the output of the right hemisphere IPS triggers both a saccadic and manual IOR.
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TMS on the right hemisphere TPJ
TMS interference on the right TPJ caused a reduction only in manual IOR for right-sided targets (Bourgeois et al., 2013a, see Table 1 ). In the framework of FORTIOR, right TPJ stimulation disrupts the transmission of ipsilateral visual input through the TPJ hub to the right vlPFC, and consequently disrupts the signal from the vlPFC to the right FEF. This vlPFC signal labels the repeated stimulus as a task-relevant target requiring response (Fig. 6) . The disrupted transmission entails the interruption of noise accumulation in the right IPS via FEF-IPS interactions, and disrupts the prolonged reading of the IPS noisy map by the response networks. However, for left-sided targets, the transfer of contralateral visual information through the right FEF to the vlPFC and back, allows to circumvent the disruption, and produce a strong enough activation in the right IPS for generating both manual and saccadic IOR responses. For right-sided targets, the weak inter-hemispheric transfer of ipsilateral visual information through the FEFs to the vlPFC is sufficient only for the generation of a weak signal in the right vlPFC, which fails to trigger the noise enhancement FEF-IPS loop in the right hemisphere. However, the weak vlPFC output travels back to the left FEF-IPS loop, enabling the enhancement of noise in the left IPS map. The weak left IPS noisy map is then read out slower by the saccadic response system, via the left FEF, and delays the saccadic response towards the right-sided target. Nevertheless, the activation in the left IPS priority map is too weak to delay the manual response system, which treats the target as a novel one, with consequent lack of manual IOR. Figure 6 -FORTIOR account for the pattern of IOR reduction after TMS stimulation of the right hemisphere TPJ. TMS disrupts the transmission of ipsilateral visual input (blue dashed line) through the TPJ hub to the right vlPFC, and of the signal from the vlPFC to the right hemisphere FEF (dashed green line). The disrupted transmission causes a failure of labeling the repeated stimulus as a relevant target, and entails the interruption of the location-specific accumulation of noise in the right hemisphere IPS (red dashed lines). For left-sided targets (left panel), the transfer of contralateral visual information (blue arrows) through the right hemisphere FEF to the vlPFC and back, allows to circumvent the disruption, and leads to locationspecific noise in the IPS map that is sufficient for generating both manual and saccadic responses. For rightsided targets (right panel), the weak rightward inter-hemispheric transfer of ipsilateral visual information through the FEFs to the vlPFC is sufficient only for activating a weak signal (green thin arrow). This weak signal fails to trigger a noise enhancement loop in the right hemisphere FEF-IPS priority maps. As a consequence, the repeated target is treated as a novel one by the manual response system. However, transmission of the same weak vlPFC signal from the right FEF to the left FEF (green thin arrow) is sufficient to trigger a noise enhancement FEF-IPS loop in the left hemisphere. Due to its lower threshold, the saccadic response system can read out the noisy left IPS priority map, and trigger a delayed rightward saccade (normal saccadic IOR).
L R
TMS on the left hemisphere TPJ
TMS on the left TPJ did not interfere with IOR (Bourgeois et al., 2013b) . According to the present model, this is explained by the fact that the left TPJ is not involved in the processing of IOR, and is not a part of the relevant network.
Discussion
The aim of FORTIOR is to provide a theoretical model explaining the cortical basis of IOR generation in target-target detection paradigms that would also account for the complex pattern of interference produced by TMS stimulation on IPS and TPJ (Bourgeois et al., 2013a (Bourgeois et al., , 2013b . Thus, FORTIOR completes and extends previous models of IOR based on SC functioning (Satel, Wang, Trappenberg, & Klein, 2011) , which explicitly called for further modeling of cortical contributions to IOR.
FORTIOR does that by combining four principles of asymmetry: e) Asymmetry in the networks topography, whereby the TPJ and vlPFC nodes are lateralized to the right hemisphere, causing higher activation levels in the right IPS and FEF nodes. f) Asymmetry in inter-hemispheric connectivity, in which inter-hemispheric connections from left IPS to right IPS and from left FEF to right FEF are weaker than in the opposite direction. g) Asymmetry of visual inputs, stipulating that the FEF receives direct visual input coming from the ipsilateral visual cortex, while the right TPJ and vlPFC and IPS nodes receive input from both the contralateral and the ipsilateral visual fields. h) Asymmetry in the response modality, with a higher response threshold for the manual response system than that required to trigger a saccadic response. This asymmetry results in saccadic IOR being more reliable and robust to interference than manual IOR.
FORTIOR suggests that IOR results from enhanced noise in the representation of the repeatedly stimulated location in the priority map in IPS. Enhanced noise lowers the SNR when the map is read out by the response systems. The noisy map requires more processing time, which leads to a delayed response. When the accumulation of noise is perturbed, for example by TMS-based interference on the IPS, the repeated target is treated as if it were a novel one. According to FORTIOR, IOR is a result of interactions in a network of nodes; the model therefore predicts that perturbing non-redundant nodes (such as lateralized nodes) and their connections, will decrease IOR, following the patterns predicted by the above-mentioned asymmetries in the model.
FORTIOR is based on evidence from human and monkey electrophysiology and human neuroimaging studies, with particular focus on the constraints introduced by the results of two repetitive TMS stimulation studies (Bourgeois et al., 2013a (Bourgeois et al., , 2013b ). Yet, it is important to keep in mind that such studies rely on a limited number of subjects and experiments, and that there is debate on the duration of TMS effect and on TMS influence on remote interconnected areas (Eisenegger, Treyer, Fehr, & Knoch, 2008 (Bartolomeo et al., 1999; Bartolomeo et al., 2001; Bourgeois et al., 2012) . However, when saccadic responses were tested, the same patients had normal saccadic IOR for the same right-sided repeated targets (Bourgeois et al., 2012 in triggering noise enhancement in the right hemisphere FEF-IPS loop and to the absence of location specific noise in the right hemisphere IPS priority map. The location specific noisy representation of the repeated target in the left IPS is sufficient to delay the saccadic response for right-sided targets, but is too weak to be read by the manual response system, causing the absence of manual IOR. The paradoxical facilitation of the manual responses to right-sided targets in these patients might reflect an abnormal persistence of the initial enhanced activation in the FEF priority map in response to the first target, causing a summation of the activation of the successive co-localized targets. FORTIOR predicts that patients with selective right IPS damage will show patterns of performance damage to the right hemisphere IPS will produce similar effects to TMS interference on right IPS (see section 4.1 and fig 3 above).
TMS-based disruption of right hemisphere vlPFC will perturb IOR
Because of its role in detecting task-relevant targets and generating responses toward them, and due to its lateralization to the right hemisphere, perturbing the functioning of the right hemisphere vlPFC is predicted to cause a failure to identify the second target as a task-relevant one, and thus to prevent the triggering of the FEF-IPS noise enhancement loop. As a result, the repeated target will be treated by the response systems as a novel one, diminishing both manual and saccadic IOR.
TMS-based disruption of the FEF will perturb IOR
Since according to FORTIOR the FEF is crucial for the both the registering of the occurrence of the first target and for the triggering of the location specific enhancement of noise in the IPS priority map, its disruption by TMS should affect IOR generation. In FORTIOR the visual input to the FEF is suggested to come from the ipsilateral visual cortex and from the contralateral FEF. Furthermore, because the right-toleft inter-hemispheric connection is stronger and because the dorsal nodes in the right hemisphere are suggested to have stronger activation, the disruption is predicted to affect IOR differentially according to the side of the target. FORTIOR predicts that perturbing the right FEF by repetitive TMS will affect both the registration of the occurrence of the first target, and the accumulation of location specific noise in the IPS priority map upon the occurrence of the second target. As mentioned above, Ro et al. (2003) found that single-pulse TMS stimulation to the right FEF 600ms after the onset of a peripheral cue and right before the target abolished IOR for right sided targets. This may reflect an interference with the registration of the first target in the FEF priority map. Interestingly Ro et al. did not find an effect when the right FEF was stimulated 200ms after cue onset, too early for IOR-related processing to take place (see above, section 3.3.2).
FEF is activated between the first and the second target
According to FORTIOR the occurrence of the first target is registered in the FEF, possibly as a baseline activation shift. This has been demonstrated using fMRI (Kastner et al., 1999 ), but should be tested with more direct measures such as intracerebral recordings.
Noise enhancement in the IPS priority map
The model suggests that noise is accumulated in the IPS in a particular repeated target location. Thus, measurements of IPS activity should show a decrease in SNR in location-specific neuronal populations.
For example, neural activity in monkey PPC recordings or human intracerebral recordings should show increased variance for repeated targets.
5.1.6 Callosal connections are essential for IOR FORTIOR suggests that callosal connections are important for IOR generation, especially for right-sided targets. Split-brain patients provide a potential source of data to test this suggestion. As already mentioned, Tipper et al. (1997) reported that two split-brain patients showed no IOR when cue and target were in opposite visual fields, and normal IOR within each visual field. However, in that study, results for right-and left-sided targets were presented together, thus potential hemifield differences are not visible.
As a matter of fact, another split brain patient, studied by Berlucchi et al. (1995) , had blunted/delayed IOR in his right hemispace, controlled by the left hemisphere, consistent the dominance of right hemisphere networks for IOR suggested by FORTIOR. Another option for testing this prediction is by using intraoperative stimulation of white matter fibers. If these connections are indeed important for the generation of IOR than stimulating them should change IOR in a hemifield-dependent manner.
In conclusion, here we have presented a model of cortical control of IOR, which takes into account a vast amount of evidence from monkey neurophysiology, human neuroimaging and non-invasive brain stimulation, and makes specific predictions for its validity to be assessed in future research.
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